
Father’s Mind on Who His Children Are

This is a question which has ‘grabbed’ our attention in recent months. The answer isn’t in theology. We
need to work through falsehood’s of theology and get Father’s mind on the question so we can have the
correct answer.

Here’s what Father told Mike Parsons about his children:

“'I Am' is working within all the man-made streams to reveal  myself as Father, that all men would
know my father heart and enter into sonship. All men are on that journey, even though most do not
know it; but I Am is faithful and true and my love can never fail and will never give up on my children.
Those of my children who have connected with the oracles of my heart know how totally committed I
am to restoring all – and I mean all – back to the place of face to face innocence. All were created for
relationship in all the dimensions and I will see all restored to that relationship. I never change: I am
the same; and my desire and intention has never changed and can never change as 'I Am'. I am faithful
and true. I am trustworthy and dependable. You know you can always rely on me and rely on the fact
that my love will never fail nor ever give up. 'I Am' is love through and through and we can never be
anything other than love. Unconditional love is the very essence of 'I Am' and our nature, character,
precepts, statutes and laws are completely motivated by love… 

I am within all who do not yet know me…I am present in all – but I am visible mostly in those who
know me and know love by personal experience.

As all are included and alive in Jesus, my Son, then all are already one family; and all are destined to
be restored.”  1

There is much more to learn from what Father has told Mike.
Check out the many other sessions using the weblink in the footnote below.
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